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Full-spectrum combining (FSC) and complex-symbol combining (CSC) are two
antenna-arraying techniques being considered for the Galileo spacecraft's upcoming
encounter with Jupiter. This article describes the performance of these techniques
in terms of symbol signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation and symbol SNR loss.
It is shown that both degradation and loss are approximately equal at low values
of symbol SNR but diverge at high SNR values. For the Galileo S-band (2.2 to
2.3 Gttz) mission, degradation provides a good estimate of performance as the
symbol SNR is typically below -5 dB.
For the following arrays--two 70-m antennas, one 70-m and one 34-m antenna,
one 70-m and two 34-m antennas, and one 70-m and three 34-m antennas--it is
shown that FSC has less degradation than CSC when the subearrier and symbol
window-loop bandwidth products are above 3.0, 10.0, 8.5, and 8.2 mHz at the
symbol rate of 200 sym/sec, and above 1.2, 4.5, 4.0, and 3.5 mHz at a symbol rate
of 400 sym/sec, respectively. Moreover, for an array of four 34-m antennas, FSC has
less degradation than CSC when the subcarrier and symbol window-loop bandwidth
products are above 0.32 mHz at the symbol rate of 50 sym/sec and above 0.8 mHz
at the symbol rate of 25 sym/sec.
I. Introduction
In deep-space communications, combining signals from
multiple antennas is commonly referred to as arraying.
Arraying techniques are important because they can sig-
nificantly enhance system performance. For example, if
signal power-to-noise density ratio (P/No) is a measure
of system performance, then the effective P/No after ar-
raying ideally should be equal to the sum of the P/No's
corresponding to individual antennas. A typical array-
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ing design trades complexity and gain (or improvement
in system performance). Arraying is an attractive option
for communication links operating near threshold. For in-
stance, consider the Galileo spacecraft, which is currently
on its way to Jupiter. Due to a malfunctioned high-gain
antenna, Galileo must rely on its low-gain S-band antenna
(and a much reduced link margin) for data transmission to
Earth. The Galileo S-band mission will employ arraying,
as well as other techniques such as suppressed carriers and
data compression, to improve its link margin and maxi-
mize data return. The current plan is to implement an
intercontinental array between antenna complexes in Aus-
tralia, Spain, and the United States. Each complex has one
70-m and several 34-m antennas available for arraying.
This article compares the full-spectrum combining (FSC)
and complex-symbol combining (CSC) arraying techniques
for the following five antenna combinations: two 70-m an-
tennas; one 70-m and one 34-m antenna; one 70-m and
two 34-m antennas; one 70-m and three 34-m antennas;
and four 34-m antennas. Even when communication links
are operating above threshold, arraying is an economically
attractive option to increase the scientific return of a mis-
sion without having to build larger antennas. Smaller,
inexpensive antennas (i.e., 34-m) can be built at less cost
than a single larger antenna (i.e., 70-m), but with at least
an equivalent performance after proper arraying.
A recent study [1], which presented an overview of sev-
eral antenna-combining techniques, concluded that FSC
resulted in the least degradation for weak signals. That
study didn't consider the CSC arraying technique, which
has been made possible by the advent of all-digital re-
ceivers in NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) [2]. The
CSC technique is an attractive arraying option because it
requires little modification to existing systems. In FSC,
depicted in Fig. l(a), the received radio frequency (RF)
signal at each antenna is downconverted to an intermedi-
ate frequency (IF), transmitted to a central location where
it is aligned and combined with signals from other anten-
nas, and then demodulated by a single receiver chain. The
chain consists of one carrier loop, one subcarrier loop, one
symbol-synchronization loop, and one matched filter. The
RF/IF downconverter is assumed to output a complex IF
signal (two IF signals that are orthogonal) denoted by the
double lines in Fig. l(a). The processing needed to align
and combine the IF signals is shown in Fig. l(b) for an
array of two antennas. The details of this scheme are dis-
cussed in the section on FSC performance.
In CSC, depicted in Fig. 2(a), the received RF signal
at each antenna is first open-loop downconverted to IF; it,
in turn, is open-loop downconverted near baseband using
a complex IF reference. The IF in-phase (I) and quadra-
ture (Q) references are tuned to the predicted IF carrier
frequency. The resulting complex signal near baseband,
centered at the carrier predict error, is used for subcarrier
tracking and symbol synchronization, which can be accom-
plished using either the I arm of the carrier alone or both
the I and Q arms. The latter requires more complexity but
results in an improved performance, as one would expect.
After subcarrier demodulation, the signal is input to a
pair of matched filters that output soft-quantized complex
symbols that modulate a tone with frequency equal to the
carrier-predict error. Since there are two channels in the
down-conversion process (carriers I and Q), the symbols at
the matched filter output modulate quadrature tones and
can be viewed as complex symbols. The complex symbols
from multiple antennas are then transmitted to a central
location, aligned and combined at baseband, and demod-
ulated using a baseband Costas loop. The CSC output is
a single real-combined symbol stream. The combiner for
CSC is shown in Fig. 2(b) and discussed in the section on
CSC performance.
The key difference between FSC and CSC is the order
of carrier-phase alignment between the antennas. In FSC,
carrier-phase alignment precedes subcarrier demodulation,
symbol synchronization, and matched filtering; in CSC, it
follows. In both cases, the carrier phases are aligned and
the signals are combined prior to carrier phase tracking
and demodulation. As a result, for an array of two 70-m
antennas, the effective P/No at the input to the subcar-
rier and symbol loops in CSC is about 6 dB lower than
FSC. Three of the 6 dB are due to the signals in CSC be-
ing combined after the subcarrier and symbol loops; the
remaining 3 dB result from subcarrier and symbol syn-
chronization that is performed without carrier lock.
Assuming the carrier is locked, the effective P/No at the
input to the subcarrier and symbol loops in CSC is about
3 dB lower than FSC. Another key difference between FSC
and CSC arises when arraying a 70-m and 34-m antenna.
In the Galileo case, the signal is so weak that it is harder
for a stand-alone 34-m antenna to lock to the signal than
a stand-alone 70-m antenna. Consequently, when imple-
menting CSC between the two, the 70-m antenna needs
to enable the 34-m antenna in tracking the subcarrier and
symbols. When they are located within a few miles of
each other, the 70-m antenna can transmit subcarrier and
symbol-loop frequency and phase information to the 34-m
antenna. However, when implementing FSC between a 70-
m and 34-m antenna array, no aiding of the 34-m antenna
is required since the carrier, subcarrier, and symbol-timing
loops operate on the combined signal. Furthermore, since
it is difficult for a single 34-m antenna to lock on to the sig-
nal by itself, an array of four 34-m antennas is less effective
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using CSC than FSC. These differences are summarized in
Table 1.
In this article, the performances of FSC and CSC are
measured both in terms of symbol SNR degradation and
symbol SNR loss. Symbol SNR degradation is defined
as the ratio of the SNR at the matched filter output in
the presence of nonideal synchronization to the SNR in
the presence of ideal synchronization. On the other hand,
symbol SNR loss is defined as the additional symbol SNR
needed in the presence of imperfect synchronization to
achieve the same symbol error rate (SER) as in the pres-
ence of perfect synchronization. Mathematical representa-
tions of degradation and loss are given in the next section.
Comparatively, loss gives the absolute, while degradation
gives the relative, performance advantage of an arraying
scheme. Moreover, since the calculation of degradation is
less demanding than computation of loss [3], it is the pre-
ferred calculation method at low-symbol SNR's where it
is approximately equal to loss. In the following sections,
the degradation and loss for a single antenna, FSC, and
CSC are derived and then illustrated via various numerical
examples.
II. Single Receiver Performance
In deep-space communications, the downlink symbols
are first modulated onto a square-wave subcarrier; the
modulated subcarrier then modulates an RF carrier [4].
This allows transmission of a residual carrier component
whose frequency does not coincide with the data spectrum.
At the receiver, the deep-space signal is demodulated us-
ing a carrier-tracking loop, a subcarrier-tracking loop [5],
and a symbol-synchronizer loop [6], as shown in Fig. 3.
Depending on the modulation index, carrier tracking can
be achieved by a phase-locked loop (PLL), Costas loop,
or both [7]. The PLL or a combination of loops is used
for modulation indices less than 90 deg, whereas a Costas
loop is used when the modulation index is equal to 90 deg.
The deep-space signal with the carrier fully suppressed 1
can be represented as [8]
r(t) = v/-2-Pd(t)Sqr(w,_t + 0_)cos (w¢t+ O¢) + n(t) (1)
where P is the received data power in watts (W); wc and
0r are the carrier angular frequency in radians per second
(rads/sec) and phase in rads, respectively; and Sqr(w,ct +
0,c) is the square-wave subcarrier with subcarrier angular
1 This article considers the Galileo S-band scenario in which the
carrier is fully suppressed.
frequency wsc in rads/sec and subcarrier phase 6s¢ in rads.
The symbol stream d(t) is given by
OO
d(t) = E dkp(t - kT) (2)
where dk is the 4-1 binary data for the kth symbol and T
is the symbol period in seconds. The baseband pulse p(t)
is unit power and limited to T seconds. The narrow-band
noise n(t) can be written as
n(t) = V_n¢(t) cos (wet + O_) - v_n,(t) sin (wct+ O_) (3)
where n_(t) and n,(t) are statistically independent, sta-
tionary, band-limited, white Gaussian noise processes with
one-sided spectral density level No (W/Hz) and one-sided
bandwidth W,, (Hz), which is large compared to 1/T. Af-
ter signal demodulation, the symbol stream at the output
of the matched filter in Fig. 3 can be written as [8]
{ V/ffCcC_dk + nk d_ = dk-lV k --
y/-ffC_C,_(1 - _)dk + nk d_ ¢ dk-1
(4)
where the noise nk is a Gaussian random variable with
2 No/2T. The signal reduction functions C¢variance o n =
and C_c are due to imperfect carrier and subcarrier syn-
chronization and are given by [1]
C_= cos ¢_ (5)
Cs_= 1 --21¢.1 (6)
where ¢_ and ¢_c (in rads), respectively, denote the carrier-
and subcarrier-phase tracking errors. The symbol tim-
ing error ¢,_, which affects the output only when there
is a symbol transition, reduces the signal amplitude by
1 -I¢,_1/_. Ideally, ¢¢ = ¢,¢ = esv = 0 and Eq. (4) re-
duce to the ideal matched filter output v_ = _/-ffdk+nk, as
expected. In writing Eq. (4), it is assumed that the carrier,
subcarrier, and symbol loop bandwidths are much smaller
than the symbol rate so that the phase errors ¢c, ¢0¢,
and ¢_v can be _modeled as constant over several symbols.
Throughout this article, ¢¢ is assumed to be Tikhonov
distributed, and ¢_¢ and ¢,v are assumed to be Gaussian
distributed. Let Pc(Co), P,c(¢,c), and Psy(¢,y) denote re-
spectively the carrier, subcarrier, and symbol phase error
density functions. Then
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e,cp(¼Pcos2¢c)Pc( c) = " o(¼Pc) l ct <_
0 otherwise
(7)
2 and 2where ¢rsc a_y are the reciprocals of the subcarrier and
symbol loop SNR's, respectively, denoted as Psc and Pay-
The carrier [8], subcarrier [8], and symbol [6] loop SNR's
are respectively given as
where Ik(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of order
k, and Pc is the suppressed carrier or Costas loop SNR.
Also, P_¢(¢,c) and p,y(¢_y) are given by
P/No( 1 )-1Pc - Bc 1 + 2E_-/No (9)
pi(¢i)=exp(_¢_/2¢r_) (2)2 P/No ( 1 )-', = (10)i = sc, sy (8) Psc W, cUs¢ 1 + 2E_-/No
P/No (erf(_o)-5_0 exp(-_0)) 2
(11)
where E,/No = PT/No is the symbol SNR, erf (x) =
2/v/-_ fo exp (-v 2) dv is the error function, and Be, B,c,
and B_y (in Hz) denote the single-sided carrier, subcarrier,
and symbol loop bandwidths, respectively. The parame-
ters W_c and W_, which denote the subcarrier and symbol
window, are unitless and limited to (0, 1]. The loop SNR's
for the subcarrier and symbol loop are valid only when
Wsc "_ Cr,c and 7rWsy >7r/2 > ,-_ O'sy.
A useful quantity needed to compute degradation and
loss is the symbol SNR conditioned on ¢c, ¢_c, and ¢,y.
The conditional symbol SNR, denoted SNR', is defined
as the square of the conditional mean of Vk divided by the
conditional variance of vk, i.e.,
2
SNR' = (vkl¢c, ¢,c, 5,_)
{ 2PTc_2c,2
-- --'_0 K']C kJ$C
-
(12)
where (x/y) denotes the statistical expectation of x con-
2ditioned on y, and vk and a,_ are defined earlier.
A. Degradation
The symbol SNR degradation is defined as the ratio
of the unconditional SNR at the output of the matched
filter in the presence of imperfect synchronization to the
ideal matched filter output SNR. The unconditional SNR,
denoted SNR, is found by first averaging Eq. (12) over
the symbol transition probability, and then over the car-
rier, subcarrier, and symbol phases. Letting _ denote the
average of x, the unconditional SNR is given as
SNR = 2PT-_
No C_c C_y (13)
where the signal amplitude reduction due to symbol timing
errors (averaged over the symbol transition probability) is
denoted C_y, and given as
C_y= 1 ICs_l (14)
2r
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Averaging over the phases yields [1]
-- 1[ /l(¼pc)]C{-- _ l+_j (15)
1 4 1 (16)
C_¢--- 1-V_-g _ + 7r--_p---_
1 1 1 (17)C2y= 1- _ +4_r2P,u
Ideally, when there are no phase errors (i.e., when Pc =
P,c = P,u = oo), C_ = C]¢ = C_u = 1 and Eq. (13) reduce
to SNR4deal = 2PT/No, as expected. The degradation,
D, for a single antenna is thus given by
( SNR ) = -10 log,oC_C_cC_yD =-10 log10 \SNRideat
(18)
B. Loss
For the single receiver shown in Fig. 3, the SER, de-
noted P,(E), is defined as
_" oo oo
--_ --OO --(X)
'EP;( )pc(¢c)v,c(¢,_)p,_ (¢._)
where jr(*) is the functional relationship between SER and
V@-_,/No and P_(E) is the SER conditioned on the phase
errors ¢c, ¢s¢, and Csy. Following similar steps as in [9],
the conditional SER can be shown to be
1 (x/SNR, whend k )P_(E) = _ erfc ¢ dk-x
+ 41eric (x/SNR' when dk = dk-1 ) (20)
where
oo
2/erfc (x) = _ exp (-v _) dv = 1 - erf (x)
Ir
(21)
is the complementary error function. Substituting Eq. (12)
for SNR _ in Eq. (20) yields
erfcr c (22)
Ideally, when there are no timing errors (i.e., when Pc =
p,c = p,y = oc), C_ = C_ = (1-l¢,_l/_r) = 1 and Eq. (19)
reduce to the well-known binary phase-shift keyed (BPSK)
error rate, P_(E) = (1/2) erfc (_).
Symbol SNR loss is defined as the additional symbol
SNR needed in the presence of imperfect synchronization
to achieve the same SER as in the presence of perfect syn-
chronization. Mathematically, the SNR loss due to im-
perfect carrier, subcarrier, and symbol timing references
is given in dB as
LdB = --20log [f-l(Ps(E))] I[infinit e loop SNR]
--t-20log [f-i(P_(E))] I[_,,_<o,oopsNR] (23)
where Ps(E) is defined in Eq. (19). The first term in
Eq. (23) is the value of E,/No required at a given value of
P,(E) in the presence of perfect synchronization, whereas
the second term is the value of E,/No required for imper-
fect synchronization. Note that loss defined in this way is
a positive number.
III. FSC Performance
The FSC technique, depicted in Fig. l(a), combines IF
signals from multiple antennas and then demodulates the
combined signal using the single receiver described in the
previous section. The resulting gain is maximized by align-
ing the IF signals in time and phase prior to demodulation
[1]. The alignment algorithm for an array of two antennas
is shown in Fig. l(b). Here signal 1 is assumed to be de-
layed by r seconds, with respect to signal 2. The IF signal
from antenna 2 is first delayed by _ seconds, where _ can
be the output of the delay estimation loop, or it may be
predicted from the geometric arrangement of the antennas
and spacecraft. After delay compensation, both signals
are input to the phase estimator, which outputs 021, the
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estimate of 02a, which is the phase of signal 2 relative to
signal 1 at the estimator input. Subsequently, signal 2 is
phase shifted by an amount equal to -021, scaled by 2 /32,
and then combined (or added) with signal 1. Notice in
Fig. l(b) that the phase estimator filters the IF signal so
that only the L,c harmonics of the IF spectrum are used
for phase estimation. It is shown later that the accuracy
of the estimates depends on Bco_r, the bandwidth of the
bandpass filter (BPF) centered at IF, and To, the estima-
tion period.
The symbol SNR degradation and loss analysis for FSC
closely follows the analysis of the previous section as the
combined signal is demodulated by a single receiver. As
before, imperfect carrier, subcarrier, and symbol synchro-
nization are expected to reduce the symbol SNR. In addi-
tion to those effects, however, the reduction due to imper-
fect combining must be accounted for as well. Assuming
that the IF signals in Fig. l(b) are perfectly aligned in
time (?- = v) but misaligned in phase, 3 the matched fil-
ter output for FSC is given by Eq. (4) with the modifica-
tion that the one-sided noise power spectral density (PSD)
level No is now equal to the effective one-sided noise level
N0_H of the combined signal, and the data power P is
now equal to the combined power P' conditioned on the
phase-alignment error. The effective one-sided noise PSD
level at the matched filter input is given by [1]
L
N0,f s = N01 E 7n (24)
.=1
where
,_ PnNol
_ (25)
7n P1 N0,
and where P. and Non denote, respectively, the signal
power and one-sided noise PSD level of antenna n. Ta-
ble 2 lists the 7n factors4 for several DSN antennas at
both S-band (2.2 to 2.3 GHz) and X-band (8.4 to 8.5 GHz).
Throughout this article, the ratio P1/Nol is taken to be the
signal power to one-sided noise PSD level of the reference
antenna which, by convention, is taken to be the antenna
2 Here, 132 _ _(P2/P1)(NollNo2) is the weighting factor [3].
3 This is a simplifying assumption consistent with the assumption in
[11.
4 Deep Space Network/Flight Projecl Interlace Design Handbook, D-
810-5, Rev. D, vol. I (internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, California, Modules TCI-10, TCI-30, and TLM-10,
1988.
with the highest gain. Consequently, in this article % < 1.
Table 2 lists the gamma values for 70-m and 34-m anten-
nas assuming the 70-m antenna is the reference antenna.
The same table can be reused for an arbitrary reference
antenna as follows. Consider a three-element array con-
sisting of one high-efficiency (HEF) 34-m antenna and two
standard (STD) 34-m antennas operating at X-band. Let
the 34-m ttEF be the reference antenna with 71 = l, then
the 34-m STD antennas have 72 = 73 = 0.13/0.26 = 0.5.
Let the phase-alignment error between signal n and sig-
nal 1 be denoted by A¢nl = 0hi -6,1; then the combined
signal power conditioned on A¢,1 is given as [1]
L L
P'= P' E E %7.,C.._ (26)
n----I m=l
where
Grim : e j(A¢"I-A¢'1) (27)
is the complex signal-reduction function due to phase mis-
alignment. To summarize, the matched filter output of
FSC is given by Eq. (4) after replacing P by P' as given
by Eq. (26) and replacing No by N0.H which is given by
Eq. (24).
A useful quantity needed in later calculations is C,m.
In Eq. (27), assuming the residual phase error for each
antenna pair, A¢,1 for n = 2,..., L, to be Gaussian dis-
tributed with zero mean and variance _r2 and statisti-A¢,,_
cally independent from A¢,_1 for n =_ m, then it can be
shown that [1]
l 2 2
- +°_*-,,] n # me _[CTA'_ n 1
c..:=
1 n=TT/
(28)
where the variance of the residual phase error can be re-
lated to the SNR of the correlator as follows:
1
= (29)Cr2A_"' 2SNP_nl,lsc
Here, SNt_Llsc denotes correlator SNR [or SNR of the
complex signal k in Fig. l(b)], and it is shown in Ap-
pendix A to equal
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E(_:)E(}*) _ E(_:)E(}*)
SNR.,,f..- Va4}) E(}P)- E(})E(}*)
j:l
j:odd
(30)
(31)
where Boo,-,. is the single-sided bandwidth of the IF filter
preceeding the correlator, Tc is the averaging time of the
eorrelator, and L_c is the number of subcarrier harmonics
at the BPF output. Note that if all the subearrier har-
monics pass unfiltered, then limL,c-.oo _L_=_l,j:od d 1/j 2 =
2(rr/4) _.
The SNR conditioned on ¢¢, ¢_c, ¢,y, A¢,I denoted
SNR)sc, is defined as before to be the square of the con-
ditional mean of vk divided by the conditional variance of
vk, i.e.,
SNR),c = / L L L
7,
dk = dk-1
dk ¢ dk-1
(32)
Comparing Eq. (32) with the single receiver conditional SNR in Eq. (12), it is clear that the term inside the large
parentheses in Eq. (32) represents the less-than-ideal gain that results from phase misalignment of the IF signals prior
to combining.
A. Degradation
The FSC SNR degradation is defined as the unconditional FSC SNR divided by the ideal SNR. The unconditional
SNR is found by averaging Eq. (32) over the phases ¢_, ¢,¢, ¢,y, and A¢,_1 and is given as
/ )7.'+ z 7oTmCom,_=, .=1 ._ (33)2P1 T C2c C_ e C_y LSNRy,c = No'-'-_ E 7n
n=l
where C'm is provided in Eq. (28). The quantities C_, C L, and C]_ are given in Eqs. (15)-(17) with the modification
that the loop SNR's pc, p,c, and p,y presented in Eqs. (9) (11) are now computed using the average combined power
P'/No.H , which is found by averaging Eq. (26) over the phase /k¢'l and dividing by the effective noise level in Eq. (24).( )Ideally, when there are no phase errors, C_ = C_¢ = C 2_y= C,_,,, = 1 and Eq. (33) reduce to 2P1T/Nm _7,'=1 7,,
Dividing Eq. (33) by the ideal FSC SNR yields the degradation in dB, namely,
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DI_ e = -10 loglo [ LL )n=l n=l ,.=tn_m
1"Yn
(34)
B. Loss
The FSC SER for an L antenna array, denoted PI,c(E), is defined as
/ / / /
--_ --00 --00--00
dA¢ d¢,y d¢,c d¢¢ (35)
where f___ is the (L - 1)-tuple integral over the residual phases A¢ = (A¢2x, ..., A¢(L_I)I). Following similar steps as
in the single antenna case, the conditional SER becomes
1
FLc(E ) =_ erfe
E "r._ + E E -r_.,c...
E,1 .=t ,_=1%_ CcC. 1-
1")'n
1
+ _ erfc 1 7. + E E 7.7,,,c ...., n=l m=l CcCscE_ 1 (36)
where E,I/Nol = P1T/Nol is the symbol SNR at an-
tenna 1. Ideally, when there are no phase errors, Cc =
Csc = (1- I¢,_l/r) = C_,_ = 1, and Eq. (35) reduces
to Pf_e(E) = (1//2)erfc (_) for an array of L
antennas of the same size (i.e., when % = 1 for all n).
The symbol SNR loss for FSC is given by Eq. (23) after
replacing P,(E) with Pf,¢(E), as presented in Eq. (35).
IV. CSC Performance
As depicted in Fig. 2(a), signals from multiple antennas
in CSC are open-loop downconverted to baseband, par-
tially demodulated using multiple subcarrier loops, multi-
pie symbol loops, and nmltiple matched filters, then com-
bined and demodulated using a single baseband carrier
loop. The subcarrier and symbol loops used for CSC can
be the same as those used in FSC, or they can be slightly
modified versions that take advantage of both the I and Q
components of the baseband signal. CSC implementations
with the same loops as those in the FSC would use either
the I or Q component of the baseband signal. In either
case, the loop SNR's of the subcarrier and symbol loops
need to be reeomputed as the loop input can no longer
be assumed to have carrier lock. Let P_c,,_sc denote the
loop SNR of the nth subcarrier loop when either the I or
Q arm is used (i.e., the unmodified loop), and let zQ
denote the subcarrier loop SNR when both the I and Q
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arms are used (i.e., the modified loop). Similarly, define
I and 10 for the nth symbol loop. Then fromPsy,,,csc Psy. ,cse
Appendix B,
I (2) 2 Pn/Non( 1 )-1P,c.,cs, = 2_. 1 + P,_T-/No,_ (37)
s 1 PnlNo,_ £I
Ps_,.,csc = 27r2 Wsy,, Bs_,,
(38)
and
(2) 2 Pn/Non ( 1 )-1sQ 1 + (39)P,_. ,_,c = W,¢, B,,, P, T_N0,
tO, 1 P,_/Non £sQ (40)
Psy.,cse = 2r2 W_u,,B_u"
where Wsc,B,_,, and Wsu,,B,u, are the window-loop band-
width products of the nth subcarrier and symbol loops,
respectively. The squaring loss £:t for the unmodified loop
and _:zQ for the modified loop are defined in Appendix B,
Section II. For the Galileo scenario, using the unmodified
subcarrier and symbol loop reduces the loop SNR by 6 dB
compared to the carrier-locked case, while using both the
I and Q arms recovers 3 of the 6 dB. Consequently, since
the modified subcarrier and symbol loops result in an im-
proved performance, they will be used in this article when
comparing CSC to FSC. 5
Refering to Fig. 2(a), the combining gain is maximized
by aligning the baseband signals in time and phase, prior
to combining. The alignment algorithm for an array of two
antennas is shown in Fig. 2(a). Here signal 1 is assumed
to be delayed by m symbols with respect to signal 2. The
signals are time aligned by delaying signal 2 by rh symbols
where rh is an estimate of re. As in FSC, we assume perfect
time alignment so that rh = m. After time alignment,
the phase of signal 2 with respect to signal 1 is assumed
to be 021 fads. Hence, signal 2 is phase shifted by an
amount equal to -021, scaled by /72, and then combined
with signal 1.
The analysis of CSC degradation and loss begins with
the expression for the output of the matched filter in
Fig. 2(a). Note that there are actually 2L matched filters
s The actuM operating bandwidth for the modified and unmodified
subcarrier and symbol loops are investigated in Appendix B.
per L antennas because after subcarrier demodulation, a
real symbol stream is modulated by I and Q tones near
baseband. Using complex notation, the matched-filter out-
put stream corresponding to the kth symbol and the nth
antenna, conditioned on ¢,_. and ¢,_,, can be written as
v/-_C,_,dke [j(A'°=tk+°"O] + hk,,_
d_ = dk-1
dk # dk-1
+ nk,n
(41)
where the noise hk,n is a complex Gaussian random vari-
able with variance NolT. The subcarrier reduction func-
tion, C_¢,, is given by Eq. (6) after replacing esc by ¢_c.,
the subcarrier phase error for loop n. In addition, the
phase ¢,y. denotes the symbol-synchronization phase er-
ror for loop n, and 0hi is the phase relative to signal 1, i.e.,
Oil = 0. The baseband carrier frequency A f, or Aw,/2rr
is equal to the difference between the predicted and actual
IF carrier frequency and is assumed to be much less than
the symbol rate, i.e., A f, << 1/T. The degradation at the
output of the matched filter when the carrier is open-loop
downconverted is approximately given as
(sin (rAf_T)'_ 2 (42)
Figure 4 illustrates the matched-filter degradation as a
function of Af, T, and it is clear that the degradation is
less than 0.013 dB when Af_T < 0.03.
The combined signal after phase compensation, _ in
Fig. 2(a), is given as
L
z'k = Y_. flnvk,n e-jO'_
n=l
(43)
where vk,,_ is given in Eq. (41) and O,_l is an estimate of
0_1. The optimum combiner weights are given as [3]
P/-_. No, (44)n- = V E
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After substituting Eq. (41) for 9k,,, in Eq. (43), the com-
bined signal can be rewritten as follows (see Appendix C,
Section I):
zk = v/pTdk ej(AwJk+°_) + fik (45)
where the variance of the combined complex noise is given
as [3]
L
2 NOl E 7' (46)
O'fi -_T
i=1
The conditional combined signal power P' is given as
L L
Px _ _, 3'_7mC_¢.C,¢,.Cnm dk = dk-1
p,, = n=l rn=l (,o:.,)(>,)P1 _ _ 7n7mCsc. C,c._ 1 -- 1 Cnm dk _ dk-1
n---1 m=l
(47)
where C,,,, is given by Eq. (27). The signal _k is then demodulated using a baseband Costas loop with output equal
to e -j(A'°ctk+$D, where 0s is an estimate of 0s. The demodulator output is a real combined symbol stream and can be
represented as
zk = Y_fiTCcdk+nk (48)
where C¢ and P' are respectively given by Eqs. (5) and (47). The noise nk is a real Gaussian random variable with
I
2 is given by Eq. (46). The SNR conditioned on ¢¢, ¢,_. ¢,v. ACnl, denoted SNRc,c, is2 1/2_ where a,_variance a n = , ,
defined as the square of the conditional mean of zk divided by the conditional variance of zk, i.e,
S N RI_s_ =
E E
n=l m=l
n=l
L
d_ = dk-1
dk # d__;
(49)
The last equation is useful in computing the symbol SNR degradation and loss for CSC as shown below.
A. Degradation
As before, the degradation is found by dividing the unconditional CSC SNR, which includes the effects of synchro-
nization and alignment errors, by the ideal SNR. The unconditional SNR, denoted SNR¢_, is computed by taking the
statistical expectation of Eq. (49) with respect to ¢c, ¢_¢., Csv., and A¢,I. The phase densities are assumed to be the
same as before. In addition, ¢,c., and ¢,e. are assumed to be independent when n # m, and the same is true for ¢,v,,,
and ¢,u. Consequently,
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7_
2P1T--_ ,_=1
SNR_ =
LL )+ Z: _ 7.7_C.. C,_. C,y. C,_. C.m
L
r_=l
(50)
where the average signal reduction function due to phase misalignment between baseband signals n and m, denoted Cnm,
is given by Eq. (28) with cede,, = 1/(2SNR,_l,cs¢). The CSC correlator SNR or SNR_l,csc is shown in Appendix C,
Section II to be
2 2 2 2
t'1 %C,c, C,c,, C,_,, C,u. (51)
where Tc is the averaging time of the correlator and T is the symbol period. The loop reduction functions C_¢. and C 28yn
for the nth subcarrier and symbol loops are respectively given by Eqs. (16) and (17) where the loop SNR's are given by
Eqs. (39) and (40). Similarly, Csc. and C_y. can be computed using the same loop SNR as follows [1]:
(52)
1 1 (53)C,_. = 1 - 27ra Pv/P-_-
The carrier loop degradation C_2 is given by Eq. (15), with the loop SNR pc computed using the average combined
power pt/No.H, which is found by averaging Eq. (47) over all the phases and then dividing by the effective noise level,
No.j, = Ta_. Ideally, when there are no phase errors, C_ = C2_ = C_y = C,c = C, u = C,,m = 1 and Eq. (50) reduce to
(2P1T/Nox) }--_,_=1% as expected. Degradation is defined as before and given as
(/ LL )/"=' "=_ "%_ (54)D¢_c = -10 loga0 _ L 2
B. Loss
The CSC SER for an L antenna array, denoted Pcs¢(E), is defined as
_t
_" OO oo co L L
H [P¢._,(¢'¢')P¢.,,(¢'u')] 1-I [Pa¢-,( A¢'')] dACd¢,¢d¢,yd¢c
i=1 n=2
(55)
where the three j:__co are with respect to ¢,_ = (¢,c,,..., ¢,_L),¢*y = (¢,u,, ...,¢s,z), and A¢ = (A¢21,-.., A¢(L_I),) ,
The conditional SER, denoted _ is givenPc, c, as
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pets c = I erfc
Esl \"='
L
n=l
1
+ _ erfc i( LL )E,I "=1 .=1 .%_ CcnNOl _ 7-
r,.=l
(56)
Ideally, when there are no losses, Cc = C.. = (1
-I¢,,.I/_) = C.m = 1 and Eq. (55) reduce to P(E)c_¢ =
(1/2)erfc(v/--_,L/No), for an array of L antennas of the
same size (i.e., when 7- = 1 for all n). The loss for CSC
is given by Eq. (23) with P,(E) now replaced by Eq. (55).
V. Numerical Results and Discussion
The discussion section is divided into two parts. The
first part compares FSC and CSC for an array of two 70-m
antennas when the symbol SNR at each antenna is very
low (-11 dB) and very high (6 dB). The quantitative re-
sults obtained in Section I confirm that degradation and
loss are equal at low SNR values, but show that degrada-
tion is a lower bound for loss at high symbol SNR values.
The second part focuses on the Galileo S-band mission sce-
nario, where the received SNR is expected to be very low.
For this part, the FSC and CSC techniques are compared
for several different antenna combinations with different
symbol rates, using degradation as the performance mea-
sure.
A. Degradation Versus Loss
The FSC and CSC performance for an array of two
70-m antennas when the receivedsignalisweak isshown in
Fig.5;resultsfora strongsignalcaseare shown inFig.6(a)
forBc = 70 Hz and Fig.6(b)forB_ = 160 Hz. The carrier
bandwidth forthe strongsignalcase was widened from 70
to 160 Hz to demonstrate the differencebetween degrada-
tionand lossas the carrierloop SNR becomes low. Inspec-
tionof these figuresshows that degradation and lossare
equal (within 0.01 dB) for weak signallevels,but degra-
dation isa lower bound for loss at strong signallevels.
Consequently, the generally relative performance measure
of degradation can be used at low symbol SNR's to make
an absolute assessment of the received system. It is shown
later that the advantange of being able to use degradation
instead of loss at low symbol SNR's is a significant savings
in computation time. Clearly, if all harmonics of the sub-
carrier are used (see Section V-B), FSC outperforms CSC
except at narrow WscB, c = W_B,y where both curves
converge.
The weak and strong signals are characterized as
follows: weak signal is PI/Nol = P2/No2 = 15 dB-Hz,
R,y,.,, = 1/T = 400 sym/sec; strong signal is P1/No] =
P_/No2 = 32 dB-Hz, R,y,_ = lIT = 400 sym/sec.
Note that the weak signal's uncombined SNR E,I/Nol =
E,2Nol = -11 dB, whereas the strong signal's E,I/Not =
Es2/Nol = 6 dB. For an ideal system, there is a 3-dB
arraying gain so that the combined Es/No for the weak
signal case is 8 dB, which corresponds 6 to an SER =
0.286942, and the combined E,/No in the strong signal
case is9dB, for which the SER = 3.4 x 10 -5 . The re-
ceiver parameters for FSC and CSC in the weak signal case
are assumed to be as follows: Bc = 0.1 Hz, B,c and B,y
are variable, Bcorr = 4 kHz (FSC only), and T¢ = 120 sec.
The following parameters apply to the strong signal case:
Be = 70 Hz and Be = 160 Hz, B,c and B,y are variable,
Boor, = 4 kHz (FSC only), and T_ = 120 sec. Furthermore,
the FSC correlator is assumed to operate only on funda-
mental subcarrier harmonics, i.e., L_¢ = 1 in Eq. (31).
The degradation in these figures is found through
Eq. (34) for FSC and Eq. (54) for CSC. The loss curves
s P(E)idea, = ½erfc (_) for L antennas of the same size.
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are computed using Eqs. (23) and (35) for FSC and
Eqs. (23) and (55) for CSC. The loss computation is an
iterative process that uses a trial-and-error method as
shown by the following example. Suppose the FSC loss for
W, cBsc = W, uB_y = 2 mHz in Fig. 5 is to be com-
puted. First, the FSC SER is computed 7 through Eq. (35)
with E,/No = -11 dB. The resulting SER is 0.2916693,
which is higher that the ideal SER of 0.286942. Conse-
quently, a second computation of Eq. (35) is made with
Es/No = -11 dB + AE,/No. If the resulting SER is
0.286942, then the loss is said to be AEs/No. If the result-
ing SER is greater or less than 0.286942, then Eq. (35) is
recomputed with different AEs/No values until the SER
is equal to the ideal SER. The value of AEs/No, which
results in Eq. (35) equaling the ideal SNR, is by defini-
tion the loss. For this example, AE_/No or the symbol
SNR loss was found to be 0.2 dB. This method is clearly
more difficult than degradation, which is a single com-
putation devoid of integrals. Nevertheless, symbol SNR
loss gives the absolute performance advantage of an ar-
raying scheme, while symbol SNR degradation gives the
relative performance advantage. The loop and correlator
SNR's used in obtaining Figs. 5 and 6 are shown in Ta-
bles 3 and 4. The FSC loop SNR's are computed from
Eqs. (9)-(11) using the average combined power found by
averaging Eq. (26) over the residual phase and dividing by
the effective noise level in Eq. (24). The CSC subcarrier
and symbol loop SNR's are computed using Eqs. (39) and
(40), respectively. However, the carrier loop SNR for CSC
uses the average combined power PI/No,I j , which is found
by averaging Eq. (47) over all the phases and then divid-
ing by the effective noise level. Moreover, the correlation
SNR's for FSC and CSC were computed using Eqs. (31)
and (51), respectively.
B. Galileo S-Band Mission Scenario
The FSC and CSC performance for different combina-
tions of 70-m and 34-m antennas is discussed in this sec-
tion. Since Galileo has a weak signal, the performance
measure used is degradation, although loss could have also
been used, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. As pointed out in
the introduction, the IF signals in FSC are typically trans-
mitted to a central location before being combined and
demodulated using a single receiver. However, since the
retransmission channel is band-limited, signal energy may
be lost prior to combining. Table 5 shows energy lost as a
function of the number of subcarrier harmonics present at
the central location (i.e., at the combiner input). For the
Galileo scenerio, four subcarrier harmonics are present at
7Note that the SER in Eqs. (35) and (55) requires numerical inte-
gration. An approximation to SER can be derived, however, using
the moments techniques described in [10].
the combiner input, and the energy lost is 0.22 dB. The
retransmission of CSC signals to a central location, on the
other hand, does not result in an energy loss because the
symbol rates for Galileo (less than 640 sym/sec) can be
easily supported by the retransmission channel.
1. Array of Two 70-m Antennas. With that back-
ground, consider first an array of two 70-m antennas when
the signal characteristics and receiver parameters are the
same as those in Fig. 5 with R,ym = 400 sym/sec. FSC
performance for the Galileo scenerio is obtained by adding
0.22 dB to the FSC degradation in Fig. 5. The shifted
FSC curve along with the CSC degradation (which is the
same as in Fig. 5 since no energy is lost in CSC) is plotted
in Fig. 7. Notice that both techniques have equal per-
formance when W_cBse = W_uBs_ = 1.2 mHz. In addi-
tion, Fig. 7 shows results using the same parameters as
in Fig. 5, but now with R_m = 200 sym/sec (combined
E_/No = -5.0 dB). In this case, FSC and CSC have equal
performance when W_cB,_ = W_yB, v = 3.0 mHz. The
degradation due to individual components (carrier, sub-
carrier, symbol, and correlator) is discussed below, indi-
cating the relative contribution of each to the total degra-
dation shown in Fig. 7 for Rsvm = 400 sym/sec.
The degradation due to a single component is defined
as the degradation that would be observed when all but
a single component are operating ideally. For example, in
FSC the degradation due to the carrier loop is given as
m
DJ"ltsNR_l,s,¢=p,c=p._=_o] = -10 log10 Cc2 (57)
which is derived by setting the correlation SNR, the sub-
carrier loop SNR, and the symbol loop SNR to infinity in
Eq. (34). The degradation due to individual components
is shown in Figs. 8(a), (b), (c), and (d). Table 6 lists the
degradation breakdown for FSC and CSC at Ws¢B_¢ =
W_yB,_ = 5 mttz and R,u,_ = 400 sym/sec. It is evident
that the combiner degradation for both schemes is negli-
gible. Also, the carrier degradation is the same for FSC
and CSC since the carrier loop SNR for both schemes is
about the same. The subcarrier and symbol degradation,
however, are significantly different for FSC and CSC, with
CSC being greater because the carrier is not tracked nor
the signal combined until after the subcarrier and sym-
bol loops. Comparing the sum in Table 6 to Fig. 7 for
R_rn = 400 sym/sec indicates that total degradation can
be approximated as the sum of individual degradations.
2. Array of a 70-m and One 34-m STD An-
tenna. The performance of a 70-m with one 34-m STD
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antenna array is shown in Fig. 9(a) using the same param-
eters as in Fig. 5 except P1/Nol = 15 dB-ttz and P_/No2
= 7.3 dB-Hz, i.e., 71 = 1 and 72 = 0.17 as shown in Ta-
ble 2. Figure 9(a) also shows the results when R,y,n = 200
sym/sec. At these signal levels, the 34-m antenna is not
expected to achieve subcarrier and symbol lock without
being aided by the 70-m antenna. Consequently, the CSC
arraying scheme is implemented by passing frequency and
phase information from the 70-m to the 34-m antenna. As
a result, the effective subcarrier and symbol loop SNR's of
the 34-m are identical to that of the 70-m antenna. The
modified CSC is called CSCA or complex-symbol combin-
ing with aiding. In this scenario, the practical FSC outper-
forms CSCA when WscBsc = W_B,y is greater than 4.5
mHz at Rs_m = 400 sym/sec and 10 mHz at Rsy,n = 200
sym/sec.
3. Array of a 70-m and Two 34-m STD An-
tennas. The result for an array of one 70-m and two
34-m antennas is shown in Fig. 9(b). Practical FSC, in
this case, outperforms CSCA when W, cB,_ = W_yB_y is
greater than 4.0 mHz at R,y,,, = 400 sym/sec and 8.5 mtIz
at R,ym = 200 sym/sec.
4. Array of a 70-m and Three 34-m STD An-
tennas. For an array of one 70-m and three 34-m an-
tennas, practical FSC outperforms CSCA when WscBse =
W,_Bsy is greater than 3.5 mHz at R, ym = 400 sym/sec
and 8.2 mHz at R,ym = 200 sym/sec. See Fig. 9(c).
5. Array of Four 34-m STD Antennas. Fig-
ure 9(d) shows the result for an array of four 34-m anten-
nas for R, ym = 50 sym/sec and Rs_,,_ = 25 sym/sec with
B_orr = 400 Hz. For this array, FSC has less degradation
than CSC when W,B,c = W_uB, _ are above 0.32 mHz
when R_ym = 50 sym/sec and above 0.8 mHz when R,ym
= 25 sym/sec. Practical FSC is able to operate for the
given W,¢B,_ = W,y B,u without losing lock, assuming the
subcarrier and symbol loops are able to lock to the signal
if their respective loop SNR's are greater than 12 dB. For
CSC, however, the maximum W,_B,c = W, uB_u that can
be supported without losing lock is about 0.9 mHz s at
R,um = 50 sym/sec and 2 mHz at Rsum = 25 sym/sec.
Table 7 lists the break-even points for the different combi-
nations of a 70-m and 34-m antennas mentioned.
Vl. Conclusion
This article describes the performance of FSC and CSC
in terms of symbol SNR degradation and symbol SNR loss.
Both degradation and loss are approximately equal at low
values of symbol SNR, but diverge at high SNR values. For
arrays of two 70-m antennas, a 70-m and three 34-m anten-
nas, a 70-m and two 34-m antennas, and a 70-m and one
34-m antenna, FSC has less degradation than CSC when
W, eB_c = W, vB_y are above 3.0, 10.0, 8.5, and 8.2 mHz
at R,ym = 200 sym/sec, and 1.2, 4.5, 4.0, and 3.5 mHz at
Rsu,n = 400 sym/sec, respectively. Moreover, for an array
of four 34-m antennas, FSC has less degradation than CSC
when W_¢Bs¢ = WsuB_ are above 0.32 mHz at R,ym= 50
sym/sec and above 0.8 mHz at R_y,_ = 25 sym/sec.
a This point can be increased by using the average of the four phase
estimates of the subcarrier and symbol loops to effectively improve
the loop SNR by about 6 dB, so that the degradation is lessened.
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Table 1. Comparison of FSC and CSC.
Parameter FSC CSC
Combining bandwidth
Carrier loop
Effective P/No at input of subcarrier
loop for two 70-m antennas
Effective P/No at input of symbol
loop for two 70-m antennas
Array of a 70- and 34-m antenna
Array of four 34-m antennas
Sample rate
Closed before subcarrier and
symbol loops
Loops operate on the combined
signal power
Implementable
Sample rate
Closed after subcarrier and
symbol loops
At least 6 dB lower than FSC when
carrier is unlocked and 3 dB lower
when carrier locked
At least 6 dB lower than FSC when
carrier is unlocked and 3 dB lower
when carrier locked
Phase and frequency information
passed from 70- to 34-m antenna
Harder to implement
Table 2. Gamma factors for DSN antennas.
Antenna Frequency
size band "On
70 m S-band 1.00
34 m STD S-band 0.17
34 m HEF S-band 0.07
70 m X-band 1.00
34 m STD X-band 0.13
34 m HEF X-band 0.26
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Table3{a).FSCloopSNR'sforSER=0.286942,
W, cBsc = WsyBs_, Carrier Subcarrier Symbol Correlator
mHz loop SNR, loop SNR, loop SNR, SNR,
dB dB dB dB
0.01 21.8 57.9 46.0 15.9
0.1 21.8 47.9 36.0 15.9
0.3 21.8 43.1 31.3 15.9
0.5 21.8 40.9 29.0 15.9
0.7 21.8 39.4 27.6 15.9
0.9 21.8 38.3 26.5 15.9
2.0 21.8 34.9 23.0 15.9
4.0 21.8 31.8 20.0 15.9
6.0 21.8 30.1 18.2 15.9
8.0 21.8 28.8 17.0 15.9
10.0 21.8 27.9 16.0 15.9
Table 3(b). CSC loop SNR's for SER = 0.286942.
WscBsc = WsyBsy, Carrier Subcarrier Symbol Correlator
mHz loop SNR, loop SNR, loop SNR, SNR,
dB dB dB dB
0.01 21.8 49.7 37.2 24.1
0.I 21.6 39.7 2?.2 24.0
0.3 21.5 35.0 22.5 23.8
0.5 21.4 32.7 20.2 23.7
0.7 21.4 31.3 18.8 23.7
0.9 21.3 30.2 17.7 23.6
2.0 21.1 26.7 14.2 23.3
4.0 20.8 23.7 11.2 23.0
6.0 20.5 21.9 9.4 22.7
8.0 20.3 20.7 8.2 22.5
I0.0 20.1 19.7 7.2 22.3
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Table 4(a). FSC loop SNR's for SER = 3.4 X 10 -5.
WscBsc = WsyBsy,
mHz
Carrier loop SNR, Subcarrier Symbol Correlator
dB
loop SNR, loop SNR, SNR,
Bc = 160Hz Bc = 70Hz dB dB dB
0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
1000.0
12.7 16.3 80.8 72.1 47.8
12.7 16.3 70.8 62.1 47.8
12.7 16.3 60.8 52.1 47.8
12.7 16.3 50.8 42.1 47.8
12.7 16.3 40.8 32.1 47.8
12.7 16.3 30.8 22.1 47.8
Table 4(I)). CSC loop SNR's for SER = 3.4 X 10 -5.
WscBsc = WsyBsy,
mHz
Carrier loop SNR, Subcarrier Symbol Correlator
dB
loop SNR, loop SNR, SNR,
Bc = 160 Hz Bc = 70 Hz dB dB dB
0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
1000.0
12.7 16.3 77.1 67.3 49.3
12.7 16.3 67.1 57.3 49.3
12.7 16.3 57.1 47.3 49.3
12.7 16.3 47.1 37.3 49.2
12.6 16.2 37.1 27.3 49.1
12.3 15.9 27.1 17.3 48.7
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Table 5. Number of subcarrler harmonics
versus loss in energy.
Number of
Loss in
subcarrier
harmonics energy, dB
1 0.91
2 0.45
3 0.30
4 0.22
5 0.18
6 0.15
7 0.13
8 0.11
9 0.10
10 0.07
Table 6. Degradation breakdown for two 70-m antennas
at Wsc Bsc = Wsy Bsy = 5 mHz.
Degradation FSC, dB CSC, dB
Combiner 0.034 0.002
Carrier loop 0.029 0.038
pc --21.8 pc = 20.6
Subcarrier loop 0.126 0.324
Psc =30.8 P_c = 22.7
Symbol loop 0.124 0.342
psy =19.0 psy =10.2
Energy loss 0.22 0
Sum 0.533 0.708
Table 7. Break-even point for FSC and CSC.
Antenna array
Value of
W, yB_ = Ws¢Bs¢ (mHz)
where Dfsc = Dose
Rsym = 200 Hz Rsym : 400 Hz
Value of
W_yB_y = W_¢Bsc (mHz)
where Disc > Dcsc
Rsym = 200 Hz Rsym = 400 Hz
Value of
WsyB_y = W, cB_,c (mHz)
where Dis c >Dcsc
Rsym = 200 Hz Rsym = 400 Hz
Two 70-m 3.0 1.2 >3.0 >1.2 <3.0 <1.2
70- and three 34-m 8.2 3.5 >8.2 >3.5 <8.2 <3.5
70- and two 34-m 8.5 4.0 >8.5 >4.0 <8.5 <4.0
70- and one 34-m 10.0 4.5 >10.0 >4.5 <10.0 <4.4
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Appendix A
The Performance of the FSC Correlator
The performance of the FSC correlator is derived here for the general case when total power is divided between
data as well as the carrier. Once the general correlator SNR is derived, it will be simplified for the Galileo case, which
operates with the carrier fully suppressed. As shown in Fig. l(b), combining at IF requires both delay and phase
adjustments in order to coherently add the signals. Here, perfect knowledge of the time delay is assumed and only
phase compensation is needed before adding the IF signals. The IF signal at antenna n, denoted by the double lines in
Fig. l(b), consists of an in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) component given as r,1(t) and rnq(t), respectively, as follows:
r,_l(t) = _ cos (w_t + 0_.) - 2V/-_ddd(t)Sqr(w,J + 0_.)sin (wJ + 0_.) + n.l(t)
rnQ(t) = 2k/-_c sin (wet + 0_.) + 2_/-2-_dd(t)Sqr(wsct + O.c.) cos(wc/+ Ocn) + nnQ(t) (A-2)
where the total power P in watts (W) is divided between the residual carrier and data by controlling the modulation
index, A. Specifically, the carrier power Pc = Pcos2 A and the data power 1 Pd = Psin2 A. Also, nnI(t) and nnq(t)
are statistically independent with a flat one-sided PSD level equal to No W/Hz, and all other relevant parameters are
defined in the main text. The square-wave subcarrier defined above can be expressed as follows:
Sqr(w,ct + 0,_.) = _4 _ sin[j(w,j + 0,¢.)]
71" J=_ j
j:odd
(A-3)
where Lsc, the number of subcarrier harmonics, is infinite. As shown in Fig. l(b), the IF signal from antenna 1 and n are
first bandpass filtered with single-sided bandwidth Bcorr, and then complex correlated. The output of the correlation,
denoted _, is a complex signal consisting of a real (I) and imaginary (Q) component, i.e.,
_. = I + jQ (A-4)
The correlator SNR at 2, denoted as SNR',I ],_ is defined as
, ,, E(_.)E(_.') E(5)E(_.*)
SNR"I'f'¢- Var(/) : E(_.-_--'-E-_E(_*)
= E2(I) + E_(Q) (A-5)
Vat(I) + Vat(Q)
where * represents the complex conjugate operation. Following the correlation, an averaging operation over T_ sec
is performed to reduce the noise effect. In that period, N = 2B¢orrTc independent samples are used to reduce the
variance by a factor of N. The SNR at k, denoted SNP_t,Isc, is thus given by
1 For the Galileo case, A = 90 deg so that Pc = 0 and P = Pd-
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iSNR,*I.Dc = SNR,*Ij,cN
(A-6)
For the general case of any L,c, the correlator SNR using Eq. (A-5) can be shown to be
, 4PclPc,* +4 _/P¢IPc,*PelPa,* Li_°_ LJo_a'=' (A-7)
SNR,_I,I, c =
4NoB¢o_ P_I + Pc. + -_ (Pal, + Pe.) + Bco_
.,/=1
_jod_
where Booer is assumed to be sufficiently wide to pass the L_c subcarrier harmonic unfiltered. The correlator SNR at
the output of the accumulator is now obtained by using Eq. (A-6) and, after simplification, is given as
SNR_I =
(4) 2 (_ (_)2) 1 (4)4ffel pen (___ (_)2) 2),/ Pcl Pc,_ Pall Pal,* +-2 NO1 No,, i=,
+ 2 VN--001No,, No, No,, ]_ ,°2, (A-S)
No---[ "_o_ + 2 \-ff-_ol +-ff--o-_on] ]o=_: + Bcorr
For A = 90 deg, Eq. (A-8) is reduced to Eq. (31). In addition, setting A = 0 deg in Eq. (A-8) results in the same
expression for the correlator SNR as that given in [1].
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Appendix B
Subcarrier and Symbol Loop SNR Performance
I. Subcarrier Loop SNR Performance
Compared to the conventional unmodified subcarrier loop, which employs the I-arm as shown in Fig. B-l, the
modified subcarrier loop, depicted in Fig. B-2, utilizes both the I and Q arms of the baseband signal for tracking. The
loop SNR for both schemes is derived here and compared to the case when the carrier is locked. For CSC, the I and Q
channels at the input of the subcarrier loop are respectively given as
I(t,_) = v_d(t,)Sqr(w,¢t,_ + O,c) cos (Awctn) + nt(t,_) (B-l)
Q(t,_) = v/-fid(t,_)Sqr(w,ct,_ + 0,c)sin (Awctn) + nQ(t,,) (B-2)
where nl(t,_) and nQ(tn) are independent Gaussian noise processes and all other parameters were previously defined.
As shown in Fig. B-2, both the I and Q components are multiplied by the square-wave references and averaged over
one symbol period (assuming perfect symbol synchronization), resulting in [5]
I,(k) = v/-Pd_f(¢,c) cos (AwCtk) + nt,(k) (8-3)
I_(k) = v_d_g(¢,¢) cos (Aw_tk) + nt_(k) (8-4)
Q,(k) = v/ffdkf(¢,_)sin (Awctk)+ nQs(k) (8-5)
Qc(k) = v_dkg(¢,_) sin (Aw_t_) + nQc(k) (8-6)
where k denotes the symbol index, f(¢s¢) = 1 - 2/rrl¢,_ I for I¢s_l < 7r, g(¢_c) = 2/rr ¢s¢ for ]¢scl < 7rWs_/2, and
2 No/2T. The error signals of the conventional andVar[n,,(k)] = Var[nt¢(k)] = Var[nQ,(k)] = Var[nQ_(k)] = a n =
modified subcarrier loops are respectively given as
e(k)t = Pf(¢s¢)g(¢,¢) cos2(Awctk) + Nl(k) (B-7)
e(k)lQ = Pf(¢,c)g(¢,_) + NIQ(k) (B-S)
where the variance of the noise terms respectively (after averaging over Aw_tk, assuming uniform distribution) are
given as
_r_r,Q = V_r_ + 2_r_ (B-9)
Pa_ 4 (B-IO)
The slope of the S-curve can now be found by taking the first derivative of the average error signal with respect to Csc,
and afterwards setting ¢8c = O. Accordingly, the slopes of the conventional and modified subcarrier loop are given as
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, 1e (B-11)
Kg'sc -- _r
.,Q 2p (B-12)
[{ g,sc : 7r
Note the slope of the IQ-arm is identical to the slope of the I-arm when the carrier is locked [5]. Assuming linear
theory, the loop SNR for the subcarrier loop is given as
1 I_'_ (B-13)
Psc - 2BscT O'_N
where BL is the one-sided noise bandwidth of the loop. Simplifying, the 1- and IQ-arm loop SNR's are respectively
given as
,P_c = 1 + (B-14)2BLW,¢ PT_No
(2) 2 P/No ( 1 )-ap_? = 1 + (B-15)B ,¢Ws_ PT-/ No
For comparison, the I-arm loop SNR when the carrier is locked is given in Eq. (10). Figure B-3 illustrates the subearrier
loop SNR's when the I-arm, IQ-arm, and the I-arm with the carrier locked are used. For low-symbol SNR's, the I-arm
has a loop SNR that is 6 dB lower than when the carrier is locked. Using the IQ-arm recovers 3 of the 6 dB, but at
the expense of more hardware. At high-symbol SNR's, the performance of the IQ-arm is identical to the I-arm when
the carrier is locked.
The behavior of the I- and IQ-arm for the subcarrier loop is investigated when the carrier is actually locked. For the
I-arm, the subcarrier is normalized by a slope that is less than the actual operating slope. Consequently, the operating
bandwidth of the loop is actually narrower than the one specified. Fortunately, the subcarrier is normalized by the
correct slope for the IQ-arm .
II. Digital Data Transition Tracking Loop SNR Performance
Similar to the subcarrier loop, the conventional digital data transition tracking loop (DTTL) shown in Fig. B-4 will
be modified to utilize both the I and Q channels as depicted in Fig. B-5. Assuming perfect subcarrier demodulation,
the I and Q components for CSC are given as
Ik = ,/-fd, cos (¢o) + n / (B-16)
Qk = v_dk sin (¢c) + nQ (B-17)
2 No/2T, and ¢c = 2rAf_ + Oc is the
where n_ and n Q are independent Gaussian random variables with variance cr =
difference between the predicted and actual IF carrier frequency.
The performance of the DTTL has been derived in [6] assuming the carrier is locked (¢_ = 0). When this is not
the case, as in CSC, the loop suffers degradation; the objective is to quantify the decrease in performance for both
theconventionalndthemodifiedDTTL.Thisanalysiscloselyfollowsthatof [6],excepthat thedataaremodulated
bya slowlyvaryingcosinefunction.Assumingtheequivalentmathematicalmodelof theDTTL in termsof a phase-
lockedloop,all therelevantparameters( lopeof theS-curveandnormalizedequivalentnoisespectrum)arederived
conditionedon¢c-Afterwards,theseparametersareaveragedover¢cassuming¢_isuniformlydistributedfrom-_-
to 7r.
Thenormalizedmeanoftheerrorsignalek conditioned on the normalized timing error _ (in cycles) and the carrier
predict error ¢c is the normalized phase-detector characteristic g,(_, ¢_) commonly termed the loop S-curve. Following
similar steps as in [6], g_(A, ¢_) and g_Q(A, ¢_), the S-curves of the conventional and the modified DTTL, are respectively
given as
g_(A,¢¢) = A ]cos (¢c)l erf (B) W,y - 2A l cos (¢c)l [eft (A) - err (B)]
8
(B-18)
g rq(A, ¢c) = A lcos (¢¢)1 err (B) + A Isin (¢¢)l err (B') W,v - 2A l cos (¢c)[ [ err (A) - erf (B)]8
w - 2A
I sin (¢_)1 [ erf (A') - erf (B')] (B-19)
where A = _l cos Col, A' = V/-_/Nol sin ¢c], B = _(1-2A) [cos ¢_[, and B' = _(1-2A) Isin ¢_l-
To compute, the S-curve conditioned only on A, g_(A, ¢_) and g_q(A, ¢_) are numerically integrated over ¢_ assuming
uniform distribution. Setting ¢_ to zero in Eq. (B-18) results in the same S-curve as that in [6].
The first derivative of the S-curve at A = 0 is given as
Kg,,y(¢¢) = [cos (¢c)[ erf (A) - cos 2 (¢¢) exp (-A 2)
/° = l eos (¢c)1 erf (A) - cos _ (¢¢) exp (-A 2)
+ ]sin (¢¢)[ erf (A')- _ sin S (¢¢)_/_ exp (-A '2) (B-21)
where Kar,,y(¢¢) and Kd_y(¢¢) denote the slope of the S-curve for the conventional and modified DTTL conditioned
on ¢c, respectively. Numerically integrating over the carrier phase ¢¢ results in the unconditional slopes denoted Kars_
and Kg,s_IO,respectively.
Setting ¢_ in Eq. (B-20) to zero results in
Kg,8_= erf(E_0)---2-Vl/V_ _ exp / Fs/-_00 (B-22)
which is identical to the slope given in [6]. Figure B-6 lists the ratio of I';g,,_/Kg,,_"_ and K_g, u/Kg,su for different
symbol SNR's and window sizes. At low-symbol SNR, Kg,_y and IQKg,sy are about the same, while K/,,_ is about twice
as large.
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Also, the normalized noise spectrum at A = 0 can be shown to be
]hi(0, ¢c) = 1 + 0.5 ,y _00 c°s2 (¢c) - _ exp (-A 2) + [cos (¢_)1 err (A)
hIQ(0, ¢¢) = 2 + 0.5W, v E,
No
Wsy
exp erf Z ]2
[1- -- _ exp (-A '2) + I sin (¢¢)1 err (A')
(B-23)
(B-24)
where hi(0, ¢c) and h1Q(0, ¢c) denote the normalized noise spectrum for the conventional and modified DTTL condi-
tioned on ¢c, respectively. Numerically integrating over the carrier phase, ¢c, results in the unconditional normalized
noise spectrum denoted as hi(O) and h_Q(0), respectively. Setting ¢c in Eq. (B-23) to zero results in
h(0) = 1 + 0.5W, u E, W,y 1 --_oNo 2 _ exp + _ err (B-25)
which is the same as the normalized noise spectrum given in [6]. Figure B-7 lists values of h(0), hr(0), and hIQ(o) for
different symbol SNR's at W,v = 1. It is evident that h(0) is slightly greater than hr(0) but significantly less than
h'q(0).
Assuming linear theory, the loop SNR for the DTTL is given as [6]
1 P
/: (B-26)
P_Y = 27r2 NoW, vB,v
I and IQ
where £ = K_,,v/h(O ). Furthermore, the loop SNR for the conventional and modified DTTL, denoted P_v P,v, are
round by normalizing Eq. (B-26) by/_x = (KJ,sv)2/h1(O) or Z2IQ = (KJ_v)2/hlO(O), respectively. Figure B-8 illustrates
the loop SNR of the DTTL using the I-arm, IQ-arm, and I-arm when the carrier is locked. At low-symbol SNR, it is
clear that using only the I-arm reduces the loop SNR by 6 dB compared to the case when the carrier is locked, and
utilizing the IQ-arm recovers 3 of the 6 dB.
The behavior of the I- and IQ-arm for symbol loop is investigated when the carrier is actually locked. For the I-arm,
the symbol loop is normalized by a slope that is less than the actual operating slope, as shown in Fig. B-6. Consequently,
the operating bandwidth of the loop is actually narrower than the one specified. Fortunately, at low-symbol SNR, the
symbol loop is normalized by the correct slope for the IQ-arm. For high-symbol SNR, however, the symbol loop for
the IQ-arm is normalized by a slope that is greater than the actual operating slope and, consequently, the operating
bandwidth of the loop is actually wider that the one specified.
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Appendix C
Derivation of Equations
I. Derivation of Eq. (45)
Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (43) yields
L
13nv_nCsc, dkeb'(A_,tk +A¢")] + fik.ne[ -j($'l)] d = d_-I
_'k "- n=l
/3.vf-P-_.C._ 1 1¢_1 dketj(_X,ootk+A¢.O] + fik,,,e[-j(_.Ol dk ¢ d_-i
n=l 7I"
(C-l)
where A¢,_I = Onl - Onl and all other symbols are defined in Eq. (41). The conditional combined power, denoted P',
in Eq. (45) is found by deriving the conditional mean of zk, i.e.,
P' E(_kl¢,c, ¢,v,, A¢,I)E ( kl¢,<,,, ¢,y,_, h¢,_l)
(c-2)
which simplifies to Eq. (47). In addition, the phase 0_ in Eq. (45) is given as
0 5 =
tan -1 nL 1 71"
( ___lfl,_x/'-P_'_C_c _ ( 1 1¢_1)sin (A03ctk + ACnl))
dk = d__ 1
dk ¢ dk-1
(c-z)
II. Derivation of Eq. (51)
Let C, w be the signal reduction function due to symbol timing errors in the nth symbol synchronization loop. Then
the nth matched filter output in Eq. (41) can be rewritten as
vk,. = v/'-_C.._C.v_dk e[j(a'°°t_ +°_')] + ilk,. (c-4)
where
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C,_. = , (C-5)
1 - dk :fi dk-1
The relative phase difference between antenna n and the reference antenna is estimated by performing the correlation
operation shown in Fig. 2(b). Assuming perfect time alignment, the correlation output _"is given as
N
T" = Z _3k'nV*k, 1 (C-6)
k=l
where N = Tc/T is the number of symbols used in the correlation. The correlation time and symbol time are respectively
denoted as Tc and T. Substituting the expressions for 9k,,_ and 9_,1 into Eq. (A-6) yields
= Pk/'-_lPnC,c_C,c,,Csv,Csy,,eJ(°"') nt- n_ (c-7)
where
Non No 1 2 No 1No,,
Var(n_) = 2PaC_, 6_$_112--_c -Jc 2PttC_c, C_y n -- _- --2Tc 2TT_ (c-8)
Using the definition of SNR for complex signals as defined in Eq. (30), the correlator SNR between antenna n and
antenna 1 for CSC is given as
and simplifying yields Eq. (51).
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